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Abstract - Sentiment Analysis (SA) is a computational treatment of opinions and emotions. And it is the most 

active area of Natural Language Processing (NLP), Social Network Mining and Multimedia Data mining. 

Sentiment analysis can be done for decision making process like product reviews, stock marketing, political 

debates, news articles and election results prediction. The developing significance of sentiment analysis with the 

popularity of social network such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Flicker. The users of the social media 

express their feelings with both text and visual content. Predicting emotion from textual is easy but with visual 

content is quite difficult so far. A visual content does not contain any objects, locations and actions but it has 

cues about emotions, sentiment. Sentiment analysis of huge scale visual content can help better extract user 

sentiment towards topics and events such as image tweets, GIF’s, videos. In this paper we analyze various 

research based on role of sentiment analysis on social media and come out with the evaluation and efficiency of 

sentiment analysis. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

SA is a standout amongst the most dynamic research regions in common dialted handling web/informal 

organization mining, and content/sight and sound information mining. The developing significance of SA 

concurs with the ubiquity of social organize stages, for example, Facebook, Twitter, and Flicker, which give a 

rich archive of individuals opinion and sentiment about an immense range of themes. Also, the way that are 

presented to a huge measure of information in various structure including content, pictures, and recordings 

makes sentiment investigation an exceptionally difficult errand due to its multimodality. In this section, so as to 

give a major picture of SA, we will talk about a portion of the most recent chips away at themes of feelings 

examination in light of visual substance and literary substance. Sentiment analysis is the process of extracting 

subjective content from textual or visual information and predicts the subjectivity such as positive and negative. 

Subjectivity analysis can be done by sentiment analysis, opinion mining, and review mining and appraisal 

extraction. Subjectivity is the linguistic expression of someone’s emotions, thoughts, sentiment and opinion. 

There are various approaches is used for sentiment analysis like lexicon based sentiment analysis, supervised 

learning, unsupervised learning and keyword base approach. The sentiment analysis also known as opinion 

extraction, Sentiment mining, Opinion mining. There are some known approaches are used for sentiment 

analysis such as lexical method and machine learning approach. The lexical method has manual approach which 

is precision and there is no rules to define but the drawback is there is no annotation and it will take more time 

to set up. And the other one is Dictionary-based approach which is manual or prepared dictionary of positive 

and negative words and also it will expand the dictionary with synonyms and antonyms. It is faster and semi-

automated approach. And finally Corpus-based approach which is nothing but the seed set of positive and 

negative adjective and it is expand the set using grammar bindings. The machine learning approach contains 

unsupervised learning, supervised learning and semi-supervised learning.  

 

The sentiment analysis plays a major role in social media, digital marketing, political debates, stock market, 

news articles and election results. In this research we analyze how the sentiment analysis performed in social 

media. Social media is the place where people shares and update/reflect their feeling, emotions, opinions and 

their thoughts. Social media is the place lots of unsupervised textual and visual content are takes place like 

Facebook, twitter, Instagram. Flicker. Day to day people express their status through text, images, video clips 

etc. From the large amount of multi-view data we can extract their sentiments with the help of sentiment 
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analysis. But extracting emotion from visual content is quite complicated so far. So here use some efficient 

approaches to overcome the complexity like Social sentiment analysis. For example in twitter there is lots of 

textual and visual contents are there. There are three steps involved here, authorize twitter API client and 

making GET request to twitter API to fetch tweets and finally parsing the tweets and classifying each tweet as 

positive and negative. First it will take the textual content and preprocessing the data like removing hash tags 

and replace it with hash key word and remove the stop words like I, am, you, are etc. And do part of speech 

tagging of the tweets like adjectives, adverbs etc. and finally pass the tweets to a sentiment classifier which 

classify as positive, negative and neutral. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Tweets information can be effectively used to construe individual conclusion for showcasing or social 

examinations. This paper proposed a Tweets Sentiment Analysis Model (TSAM) that can detect the societal 

complication and general individual’s feelings with respect to a get together. In this paper, Australian 

government decision 2010 occasion was taken for instance for notion examination tests. They are principally 

complicated by the assumption of the particular political hopefuls, i.e, two essential clergyman competitors Julia 

Gillard and Tony Abbot. Their trial comes about exhibit the adequacy of the framework [1]. This work 

incorporates handling and order of tweets which are composed in Turkish dialect. Four distinctive area tweet 

dataset are vectorized with Word Embedding model (WEM) and grouped with SVM and Random Forests 

classifiers and results have been looked at. They had demonstrated that part based tweet characterization is more 

fruitful contrasted with general tweets [2]. This paper exhibits a novel procedure for feeling analysis on the ISIS 

related tweets and to arrange the sentiments with their relocations. The Jeffrey breen algo is utilized for opinion 

mining. The information mining calculations, for example, SVM, random forest, bagging decision trees and 

maximum entropy are connected for extremity based arrangement of ISIS related Tweets. The outcomes are 

thoughts about and introduced [3].  

 

In this paper they exhibit a vocabulary based way to deal with removing conclusion and feeling from tweets for 

computerized branding purpose s. they gather ten thousand tweets identified with ten innovation brands: Apple, 

Google, Microsoft, Samsung, GE, IBM, Intel, Facebook, Oracle and HP. They performed slant investigation 

utilizing SentiWordNet while they recognize feelings utilizing the NRC hash tag emotion lexicon. They look at 

and join the scores got from the two dictionaries into one outcome for every tweet. Finally they approach of 

sentiment and feeling analysis is upgraded over the free methodologies of textual investigation or feeling 

investigation[4]. In this research they proposed algo, we actualize a model called The Twitter Grapevine which 

targets gossip recognition in the Indian space. The model shows how a client can use this usage to screen the 

distinguished bits of gossip utilizing movement course of events, maps and tweet encourage. Client can likewise 

report the gossip as inaccurate which would then be able to be refreshed after manual review [5]. In this research 

SA incorporated the arrangement of individual words and auxiliary highlights. The trial consequence of various 

machine learning procedures demonstrate a pickup in exactness when pictures and messages are consolidated 

contrasted with content just methodologies, accordingly confirms the importance of visual substance use. The 

exactness achieves an execution near human characterization assertion. However, the outcome doesn’t show that 

visual highlights are more useful than content highlights [6].  

 

In this investigation, the creators propose commented, a Selfies informal organization. Commented works by 

following the assessments communicated in the Selfies posted on the commented informal organization. In view 

of the feelings followed from a specific Selfies, the framework naturally creates angle bearing hash tags. The 

Selfies alongside the consequently produced hash labels are posted on the client’s dashboard course of events 

[7]. Here they proposed a Sentipair Sequence based spatial-worldly visual sentiment creation. The metaphysics 

fills in as a mid-level portrayal of GIF supposition examination. With a specific end goal to break down opinion 

terminus, they initially developed a Synset Forest, the semantic tree structure of visual sentiment ideas. At that 

point, through the synset forest, naturally select join emotion name components to shape a mid-level visual 

assessment portrayal. Our tests show that Sentipair beats Adjective Noun Pairs which is condition of profession 

visual analysis for picture [8].  
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In this paper, they proposed a novel visual SA structure utilizing exchange learning way to deal with anticipate 

assumption. And they utilized hyper-parameters gained from a deep convolution neural system to instate their 

system model to counteract over fitting. They lead broad tests on a Twitter picture dataset and demonstrate that 

their model accomplishes preferable execution over the present cutting edge [9]. In the proposed technique, they 

locate an idle inserting space in which connecting among the three perspectives are boosted. The anticipated 

highlights in the insert space are utilized to prepare an sentiment classifier, which consider the corresponding 

data from various perspectives. Consequences of examination led on Flicker and Instagram pictures demonstrate 

that utilization a solitary methodology just and the best in class technique that mutually utilizes various 

modalities [10].  

 

They gave a method for utilizing them two, and detail estimation forecast issue in two situations: regulated and 

unsupervised. They build up an optimization algo for finding neighborhood optima arrangement under the 

proposed system. With probes two huge scale datasets, demonstrates that the proposed technique enhances 

essentially finished existing cutting edge strategies. Later on, they are going to joining more data on the informal 

organization and investigate emotions on marked interpersonal organization [11]. These highlights are outlined 

in view of emotions investigation and analyses initial, two visual word references are worked by Kobayashi’s 

shading picture scale and Hierarchical bunching. Next, shading creations and SIFT-based descriptors are 

extricated from picture. At portrayal by computing the events of the separate component allocated to each visual 

word in the lexicon. To confirm the adequacy of the proposed highlights, apply them to picture notion 

examination for anticipating clients limit and authority [12]. The proposed framework was analyzed to the 

pictures gathered from Photo.net and Google and 15 Kobayashi’s assumptions were considered to mark the 

pictures. The outcomes were contrasted and man-named ground truth that the proposed technique demonstrates 

the execution with F1-measure after effects of over 70% [13].  

 

This research is about information contains rich explanations including the subject and emotions of the 

advertisements, inquiries and answer describe what activities the watch is encourage to take and the thinking 

that the promotion presents to convince the watcher, and representative references advertisement make. Then 

additionally break down the most widely recognized popular methodologies advertisement utilize, and the 

capacities that PC vision framework ought to need to comprehend these techniques. They exhibit pattern 

arrangement comes about for a few expectation task, including naturally noting inquiries concerning the 

messages of the branding [14]. Specifically, they gather a few thousand pictures and examine a few parts of 

color to anticipate picture sentiment. These outcomes certify and clear up a few mental thought on the 

connection amongst color and temperament/emotions, for example, brightness bring related with joy. The 

information driven psycho visual bits of knowledge into sentiment grew in this can be utilize to characterized 

novel devotion criteria for planning shading continuation plans [15]. 

 

This paper they managed the difficulties that show up during the time spent SA constant tweets are considered 

as they are rich origin of information for opinion mining and SA. This paper concentrate on Sentiment analysis, 

Feature based Sentiment order and opinions summarization. The primary goal of this paper is to perform 

ongoing thoughtful examination on the tweets that are separated from the twitter and gave time based analysis to 

the client [16].Their approach achieves an exactness of 81%. At that point play out the emotion measurement on 

the wistful tweets (i.e., positive and negative ones) to extricate the suppositions inside them: we characterize 5 

positive estimation sub-classes 5 negative ones and identify which exist in each tweet. They characterize 2 

measurements to measure the rightness of sentiment recognition, and demonstrate that sentiment evaluation can 

be a more important undertaking than the standard multi- class arrangements [17]. This paper used the SA of 

twitter information utilizing R dialect which is useful for gathering the estimations data as either positive score, 

negative score or some place in the middle of them. This paper demonstrated the execution estimation on two 

unique stages R dialect and Rhadoop instrument [18]. 
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III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

This study shows researchers interest towards sentiment analysis and its major role in social media. In social 

media some user likes to express their emotions with text and some other with images. This research shows the 

challenges in predicting the emotions/sentiments of social media users. And it also reveals the truth that both the 

text and visual contents are informative to predict user’s sentiment. From our point of view Naïve Bayes 

approach is most efficient for textual sentiment prediction. SVM suites for social interpretation such as image 

sentiment prediction. But recent research says that k- means algorithm is more efficient than SVM. But k-means 

works well only with small datasets and the social media has large-scale noisy datasets. So we can implement 

modified k-means algorithm to extract sentiment/emotions from huge-scale value. By combining both Naïve 

Bayes and modified K-means can increase the accuracy of data. In future we will find the best method of 

sentiment analysis by applying these methods on social media reviews. 
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